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Charge transfer and fragmentation in collisions of sodium cluster ions with caesium atoms have been
investigated theoretically within a microscopic framework called nonadiabatic quantum molecular dynamics.
To illustrate the complexity of nonadiabatic cluster collisions, in particular the interplay between charge
transfer and fragmentation, Na4

1(2.7 keV)1Cs collisions are studied in detail with special emphasis on
methodical aspects. It is shown that integral and exclusive charge transfer cross sections can be understood
only if all types of fragmentation processes including statistical decay are taken into account. The influence of
the cluster structure~isomers, temperature, size! on measured and measurable cross sections is studied for
different charge transfer channels as well as for fragmentation. In particular, cross sections for the exotic
formation of caesium anions in such collisions are predicted.

PACS number~s!: 34.70.1e, 36.40.Qv, 31.15.Qg
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I. INTRODUCTION

Charge transfer represents one of the most freque
studied phenomena in the field of ion-atom scattering. T
results of these numerous investigations~see Ref.@1# for an
overview! improved our understanding of the fundamen
atomic interactions and provided microscopic ‘‘backgrou
information’’ for applications in plasma physics and ev
astrophysics. On the other hand, considerable progress
also been achieved in the investigation of the complex i
surface interactions@2#. In order to close the gap betwee
these two limiting cases, charge transfer in cluster collisi
have been the subject of many recent activities@3–20#.

In general, the fundamental processes accompanying c
ter collisions include electronic transitions~excitation,
charge transfer, ionization! and energy transfer in nuclea
degrees of freedom~vibrations, rotations, fragmentation!. In
nonadiabatic cluster collisions these take place simult
neously involving a moderate to large~but finite! number of
electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. In particular,
coupling of electronic and atomic degrees of freed
~electron-vibration or ‘‘vibronic’’ coupling! is of special in-
terest. E.g., collision-induced electronic excitation can
transferred into vibrational motion resulting in fragmentati
@21#.

A considerable amount of experimental data on cha
transfer~CT! in cluster collisions has been accumulated.
one of the first experiments with mass-selected cluster be
CT and fragmentation were investigated for Nan

11Cs @3,4#
and Kn

11Cs @4# collisions. Subsequent experimental stud
included collisions of cluster cations with atoms@5–10#,
molecules@7#, and clusters@9,11#. In collisions of highly
charged ions with fullerenes@12,13# and sodium clusters@14#
1050-2947/2000/61~2!/022715~11!/$15.00 61 0227
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multiple CT processes accompanied by fragmentation h
been observed. Very recently, CT in collisions of sodiu
cluster ions with laser-excited sodium atoms has been in
tigated@15#.

In contrast to the rich experimental material the numb
of theoretical investigations on CT in cluster collisions
rather small. A two-state model of~near! resonant CT was
presented in Ref.@4#. Classical barrier models@16,17# have
been used to study distant collisions of C60 with highly
charged ions. Semimicroscopic descriptions of CT have b
developed with the jellium model for sodium cluste
(Na19

11Na @18#! or with an ‘‘independent-electron’’ mode
(H11Nan @19#!. However, the simultaneous description
CT and fragmentation or, in general, of electronicand
nuclear degrees of freedom in nonadiabatic cluster collisi
requires a fully microscopic theoretical approach. The
cently developed nonadiabatic quantum molecular dynam
~NA-QMD @22#! allows to cope with such situations.

Applications of the NA-QMD approach on cluster coll
sions@23,15,21,20# opened insight into the reaction mech
nism of nonadiabatic cluster collisions and revealed inter
ing new phenomena. In collaboration with the experimen
groups the mechanism of collision-induced dissociation
been investigated for Na2

1 1 He @23#. A strong temperature
dependence of CT has been found in Nan

1 1 Na collisions
with electronically excited target atoms@15#. A general study
of excitation and relaxation in sodium-cluster collisions@21#
provided insight into the mechanism of the vibronic co
pling. In particular, a ‘‘transparency window’’ in the energ
dependence of the fragmentation cross section for collisi
of ‘‘closed shell’’ clusters was predicted. Indications for th
effect have recently been found experimentally in H1
©2000 The American Physical Society15-1
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1C60 collisions @24#. In a preceding paper@20# CT in
Nan

11Cs collisions has been studied. It has be shown
an understanding of the measured CT cross sections@3# can
only be achieved if the complete scenario of the collision
particular the interplay between CT and fragmentation
properly described@20#.

In this paper we present a detailed analysis of CT a
fragmentation in Nan

11Cs collisions (4<n<11) using the
NA-QMD approach. Special emphasis is put on the disc
sion of methodical problems. Isomer, size and tempera
dependence of the cross sections are studied in detail.
theoretical framework is sketched in Sec. II, whereby
equations of motion of the NA-QMD approach are presen
in Sec. II A, and the calculation of CT probabilities is d
scribed in Sec. II B. The methodical aspects, i.e., how
obtain theoretical cross sections which are directly com
rable with experimental data, are discussed exemplary
Na4

1(2.7 keV)1Cs in Sec. III A including temperature ef
fects. The isomer and size dependence of CT and fragm
tation cross sections for Nan

1(2.7 keV)1Cs collisions are
the subject of Sec. III B. Calculated cross sections for
‘‘exotic’’ CT channel characterized by the formation of Cs2,
which was predicted to have a finite probability@20#, are
presented in Sec. III C closing with summary and outlook
Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL

A. Equations of motion

Within the NA-QMD approach, electronic~quantum! and
atomic ~classical! degrees of freedom are treated simul
neously and self-consistently by combining time-depend
density functional theory with molecular dynamics~MD!.

The basic theorem of time-dependent density functio
theory@25,26# states that for a system of interacting partic
the many-particle state and, thus, any observable
uniquely determined by the time-dependent single-parti
densityr(r ,t) which can be written identically as the densi
of a non-interacting reference systemr(r ,t)
5( j

Neuc j (r ,t)u2 with Ne the number of electrons. Th
single-particle functionsc j are obtained from the time
dependent Kohn-Sham~KS! equations~all formulas are writ-
ten in atomic units!

i
d

dt
c j~r ,t !5$ t̂1Veff~r ,t !%c j~r ,t !, ~1!

which result from the minimization of the electronic actio
integral @26#. The single-particle Hamilton operator in E
~1! contains besides the kinetic energy operatort̂ a local
effective potential

Veff~r ,t !5Veff@r#~r ,t !

5V~r ,R!1E d3r 8
r~r 8,t !

ur2r 8u
1Vxc@r#~r ,t !. ~2!
02271
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The capitalR is used~here and later on! as abbreviation for
the positionsR1 , . . . ,RNn

of all Nn nuclei. The potential~2!

consists on the one hand of an external potentialV(r ,R),
which in our case is time-dependent owing to the atom
motion R(t). On the other hand, there are electron-elect
interaction terms, namely the Hartree and the exchan
correlation term, which depend both via the densityr on the
functions c j . The actual approximation for the exchang
correlation potentialVxc will be specified below.

For the description of collision processes it is favorably
write the KS functions as linear combinations of atomic o
bitals fa(r2RAa

) which move along the classical trajecto

ries RAa
(t)

c j~r ,t !5(
a

fa~r2RAa
! aa

j ~ t !. ~3!

Here,Aa denotes the atom at which the functionfa is cen-
tered. By inserting the LCAO ansatz~3! into the KS equa-
tions ~1! one arrives at

ȧa
j ~ t !52(

bg
~S21!abH iHbg1(

A

Nn

ṘARbg
A J ag

j ~ t ! ~4!

with the overlap matrixSab[^faufb&, the Hamilton matrix
Hab[^fau t̂1Veffufb&, and the coupling matrix Rab

A

[^fau]fb /]RA&. Note that Eq.~4! is highly nonlinear, ow-
ing to the density dependence of the effective potentialVeff
which enters the Hamilton matrixHab .

The corresponding Newton equations for theNn nuclei
can be derived by using the conservation of the total ene
of the system leading to@22#

MAR̈A52

]( 8
B

Nn

]RA

ZAZB

uRA2RBu
2(

j

Ne H(
ab

āa
j S ]Hab

]RA
Dab

j

2(
ab

āa
j K faU ]~Veff2V!

]RA
UfbL ab

j

2 (
abgd

@ āa
j Hab~S21!bgRgd

A ad
j

1āa
j ~RT!ab

A ~S21!bgHgd ad
j #J . ~5!

The force on the right-hand side of Eq.~5! contains besides
the collective term of the nucleus-nucleus repulsion~first
line! and expectation values of gradients~second and third
line! further terms~fourth and fifth line! which guarantee tha
the total energy of the system is conserved even for fin
local basis sets. These additional terms depend strongly
the applied basis set.

The time-dependent KS equations~4! and the Newton
equations~5! represent the equations of motion~EOM! of the
NA-QMD approach. They are valid inanybasis for the func-
tions c j . In the current study atomic orbitals represented
Slater type orbitals are used. They guarantee the cor
5-2
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CHARGE TRANSFER AND FRAGMENTATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 022715
asymptotic behavior of the density, which is essential for
description of electron transfer processes well-known fr
ion-atom scattering theory@27#. The exchange-correlatio
potentialVxc is defined within the so-called adiabatic loc
density approximation@28#. The core electrons are consid
ered to be frozen, because they are energetically far be
the valence levels~at least for the alkali atoms considered
this paper!.

For further approximations the entire electronic densityr
is split

r~r ,t !5r0~r ,R!1Dr~r ,t !. ~6!

r0 corresponds to the adiabatic density of the neutral re
ence system, whereas the explicitly time-dependent termDr
describes all nonadiabatic and charge effects. By mean
the ansatz~6! two simplifying approximations can be intro
duced @22#. First, the full density r in the exchange-
correlation terms is replaced by the adiabatic partr0. Sec-
ond, the Hartree term in the total energy is decomposed w
Eq. ~6! into three terms with the structuresr0r0 , r0Dr, and
DrDr, where the first two are taken fully into account a
the last one~which should be small in weakly charged sy
tems! is neglected. This leads tolinear KS equations which
simplifies the numerical solution drastically. The resulti
approximate EOM can be written as

ȧa
j ~ t !52(

bg
~S21!abH iHbg

0 1(
A

Nn

ṘARbg
A J ag

j ~ t ! ~7!

and

MAR̈A52
]

]RA
U~R!2(

j

Ne H(
ab

āa
j S ]Hab

0

]RA
Dab

j

2 (
abgd

@ āa
j Hab

0 ~S21!bgRgd
A ad

j

1āa
j ~RT!ab

A ~S21!bgHgd
0 ad

j #J ~8!

with the Hamilton matrix

Hab
0 [^fau t̂1Veff@r0#~r ,t !ufb&, ~9!

where the densityr within the effective potential~2! was
replaced byr0 and the external potential is to be understo
as a sum of Coulomb and frozen-core potentials. This a
batic Hamilton matrixHab

0 is calculated in a two-center ap
proximation @29# similar to the method described in@30#.
The conservative potentialU(R) is defined by
02271
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U~R![
1

2 (
A

Nn

( 8
B

Nn ZA
0ZB

0

uRA2RBu

2
1

2E d3r E d3r 8
r0~r ,R!r0~r 8,R!

ur2r 8u

2E d3r @r0~r ,R,t !#2
dexc@r0#

dr0~r ,R!
~10!

with ZA
0 the valence charge of atomA. Practically,U(R)

represents a short-range repulsive potential, because the
large contributions in the first and second line of Eq.~10!
cancel each other to a large extent. This is used to appr
mate U(R) by a sum over pairwise interactionsU(RAB).
These pair potentials are determined usingab initio calcula-
tions for diatomic molecules@29#. Both, Hab

0 andU(R), de-
termine the ground-state properties, in particular the geom
ric structures and ionization potentials, of the clusters~see
Sec. III B!.

B. Charge transfer probabilities and cross sections

The calculation of CT probabilities in cluster collision
represents a complicated task because many electrons
involved. Rigorous methods based on the time-depend
density are currently not known. A practical way out consi
in the construction of many-particle probabilities based
the single-particle KS orbitals. The following consideratio
are specifically written for cluster–atom collisions, in whic
the target atom will be well separated from the cluster~or
from cluster fragments! before and after the collision.

For the calculation of many-particle probabilities we use
statistical approach similar to a method used for the theo
ical study of multiple ionization of clusters@31#. The actual
calculation is simplified by the local basis@cf. Eq. ~3!# which
is also used to represent the stationary KS functions

cn~r ;R!5(
b

fb~r2R!Cbn~R!. ~11!

These functions are the solution of the usual stationary
equations for the actual atomic positionsR, where the coef-
ficientsCbn result from the algebraic equation

(
b

~Hab2«nSab!Cbn50. ~12!

In the asymptotic regionst→6`, where the target atom is
well separated, thosecn ‘‘belonging’’ to the target can
uniquely be assigned.

The probabilities to find the electron described byc j

within the stationary statecn can be defined by combining
the representations~3! and ~11! leading to

Wjk
65U( @Cbk„R~ t6!…#21ab

j ~ t6!U2

, ~13!

b

5-3
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O. KNOSPE, J. JELLINEK, U. SAALMANN, AND R. SCHMIDT PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 022715
wheret65t→6` ~i.e., before and after the collision!. With
Eq. ~13!, the transfer probability with respect to the targ
atomA reads

Pj5uWjA
1 2WjA

2 u, WjA
6 5 (

kP$A%
Wjk

6 ~14!

with $A% the set of indices of all atomic orbitals centered
the target atomA. From these probabilities we calculateex-
clusive many-particle probabilities which are given by th
product

P~n1 , . . . ,nJ!5)
j 51

J

~nj

dj ! Pj
nj~12Pj !

dj 2nj . ~15!

Here,dj51,2 is the spin degeneracy,nj<dj the number of
transfered electrons of the KS functionc j , andJ the number
of KS functions. Any combination of the argumen
n1 , . . . ,nJ of P corresponds to a certain final charge statq
of the target. For specific channels one has to sum up
contributing probabilities~15! to get the probabilityPq for
the charge stateq of the target in one collision as

Pq5(
$nj %

P~n1 , . . . ,nJ!dqs , s5(
j 51

J

nj ~21!11WjA
2

~16!

with the Kronecker symboldqs , where the sum goes over a
possible combinations of thenj , i.e., all possible electron
transfers.

Finally, one has to average the probabilitiesPq over all
Ntot(b) collision events with impact parameterb

P̄q~b!5
1

Ntot~b! ( Pq . ~17!

The statistical uncertainty of this average is estimated by
standard deviationsD(b). IntegratingP̄q(b) overb yields the
integral ~or primary! CT cross section

sq52pE db b P̄q~b!. ~18!

An error estimationDs for the cross section is obtained a

Ds5
1

2
~s (hi)2s (lo)! ~19!

using the standard deviationsD(b) of the probability in

s (hi,lo)52pE db b@ P̄q~b!62sD~b!#. ~20!

III. COLLISIONS OF SODIUM-CLUSTER IONS
WITH CAESIUM ATOMS

A. Detailed analysis of tetramer collisions

The complexity of nonadiabatic cluster collisions can
ready be demonstrated by considering the comparati
02271
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small system Na4
11Cs. In the collision energy range of

few keV ~in particular at 2.7 keV used in the experime
@3,4#! the following reaction channels have to be conside
@20#:

Na4
11Cs→Na41Cs1 ~21a!

→Na42m1Nam1Cs1 ~21b!

→Na4
11Cs ~21c!

→Na42m
11Nam1Cs ~21d!

→Na42m
11Nam

11Cs2 ~21e!

taking into account in channel~21e! that Na4
11 is certainly

unstable. In the experiment@3,4# the CT cross section wa
determined by detecting the neutralized nonfragmented c
ters, i.e., channel~21a! was measured exclusively. In thi
setup all other reactions, in particular~21b!, have to be con-
sidered as competing channels. The fragmentation of
cluster, however, may result from secondary statistical de
processes initiated by collision-induced excitation on tim
scales, which are for cluster-collision experiments typica
in the range of microseconds. This represents a general
tough problem for the comparison of results from micr
scopic simulations with experimental data influenced by s
tistical decay processes, because the relevant time scales
not be covered by any molecular dynamics meth
Consequently, the influence of the secondary fragmenta
processes has to be estimated based on the results from
simulation of the collision process~covering typically a few
up to ;100 fs for collision energies in the keV range!. A
method capable of such an estimation, which has been
plied successfully for the determination of the CT cross s
tion corresponding to~21a! in Ref. @20#, is described in the
following.

For the simulations described in the following the Na4
1

projectile is prepared in its electronic and geometric grou
state~rhombicD2h; see Fig. 5 and related discussion in Se
III B !. Analyzing the simulations of Na4

1(2.7 keV)1Cs col-
lisions event by event a strong dependence of the CT p
ability P1 on the initial orientation of the cluster is observe
which is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1 as a function
the impact parameterb ~5300 events!. P1[P(Cs1) repre-
sents the integral CT probability to find Cs1 in the exit chan-
nel without regard to the evolution of the cluster correspo
ing to an ‘‘integral’’ over channels~21a! and ~21b! ~for
details of the probability calculations see Sec. II B!. The
b-weighted integration of the mean probabilityP̄1(b) ac-
cording to Eq.~17! ~thick line in the upper panel of Fig. 1!
yields with Eq.~18! an integral CT cross sections15(38
62) Å 2 @20#, which is considerably larger than the expe
mental valuesCT

expt5(1763) Å2 @3# due to the competing
fragmentation channel~21b!.

A typical fragmentation event observed on the simula
time scale~80 fs! is illustrated in Fig. 2. Due to the collision
geometry a nearly binary collision between one sodium at
5-4
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and the caesium atom occurs resulting in a momentum tr
fer to this sodium atom sufficient for direct fragmentati
~‘‘impulsive fragmentation’’ @23,21#!. Such direct fragmen-
tation events are rather likely~14% of all events! especially
for small impact parameters (b<5 a.u.!. The second frag-
mentation mechanism, which is important also for larger i
pact parameters (b<10 a.u.!, is illustrated in Fig. 3. In the
shown event, the cluster exhibits~almost! no excitation in
the nuclear degrees of freedom~i.e., no vibration; see uppe
row in Fig. 3!. However, a considerable amount of electron
excitation energy has been stored in the cluster (;2 eV in
this case!, which can be transferred into nuclear~vibrational!
degrees of freedom via the electron-vibration coupling@21#.
Indeed, vibrations begin to develop in the cluster~about 100
fs after the collision; middle row in Fig. 3!. Finally ~after 2
ps; lower row in Fig. 3!, the cluster dissociates into tw
dimers showing that the transferred vibrational energy

FIG. 1. Calculated integral CT probabilityP1 ~upper panel! for
all simulated events~1! and orientation-averaged~thick line!, mean
kinetic-energy lossDEkin and mean vibrational kinetic energyEvib

~middle panel! for ‘‘intact’’ clusters after the collision~see text!, as
well as upper and lower limit for the exclusive CT probabili
PCT,max andPCT,min, respectively, obtained along with the limitin
fragmentation probabilitiesPFr,min and PFr,max ~lower panel; see
text! as functions of the impact parameterb for Na4

1(2.7 keV)
1Cs collisions. The length of the error bars is given by 2sD ,
wheresD is the standard deviation of the orientation average.
02271
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ceeded the dissociation limit. This mechanism has b
called ‘‘electronic fragmentation’’@23,21#. Both basically
different fragmentation processes have been verified and
tinguished experimentally@23#.

Depending on the actual excitation energy~and on the
number of vibrational degrees of freedom! the cluster may
survive in a vibrationally excited state or may undergo s
tistical fragmentation on a larger time scale. The decay c
stants can be estimated applying statistical models like R
or RRKM ~see Ref.@32# for an application to sodium clus
ters!. Within these models it can easily be seen that on
experimental time scale (ms! already a small excess energ
~i.e., the energy above the dissociation limit! leads to a van-
ishing ‘‘survival probability’’ for a vibrationally excited
cluster. E.g., the simple RRK expression for the decay timt
as a function of the vibrational excitation energyEvib* reads
@32#

t~Evib* !5n21S 12
Dn

Evib* D 12s

, ~22!

wheren, Dn , ands53n26 stand for the~mean! mode fre-
quency, the dissociation limit for cluster sizen, and the num-
ber of vibrational degrees of freedom, respectively. Insert
the bulk phonon frequencyn53.131012 s21, s56 for Na4,
and D450.44 eV obtained for the favored decay chann
Na4→Na21Na2 with the NA-QMD approach, and an exc
tation energyEvib* 50.49 eV one obtainst529 ns, which is
~at least! two orders of magnitude smaller than the expe

FIG. 2. Snapshots from the time evolution of a typical event
direct or ‘‘impulsive’’ fragmentation in Na4

1(2.7 keV)1Cs colli-
sions taken before~30 fs after the start of the simulation!, during
~40 fs! and after the impact~51 fs!.
5-5
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mental time scale. Because of the exponential decay
exp@2t/t# it becomes obvious that practically all excite
clusters will decay if the vibrational excitation energy e
ceeds the dissociation limit.

In the middle part of Fig. 1 the mean value of the kine
energy loss in the relative motionDEkin and of the actual
kinetic energy of the vibrationsEvib calculated at the end o
the simulation (t580 fs! are shown as a function of th
impact parameterb, where the average was taken over
those events, in which the cluster has not yet fragmen
DEkin represents in a given event the total excitation ene
in the system, i.e., the reservoir of energy available for s
ondary processes. The shown mean values indicate tha
b<5 a.u. almost all clusters would certainly decay in a co
tinued simulation. Up tob510 a.u. enough energy can b
available for fragmentation. However, at least a part of
excitation energy is stored as electronic excitation domin
ing in the range 5<b<10 a.u. The amount of electroni
energy, which will actually be transferred into vibration
energy, can hardly be estimated without further calculati
~Note that even for Na4 NA-QMD simulations on a time
scale of 1 ps would be unaffordably expensive if the sa
level of event statistics as shown in the upper panel of Fig
should be reached.!

The single values ofDEkin for every event are used t
obtain an upper limit for the fragmentation probability
PFr,max(b) by counting all those events as fragmentati
events, in which this total excitation energy is larger than
~theoretical value of the! dissociation limit D450.44 eV.
This corresponds to the extreme case, where the whole e

FIG. 3. Snapshots from the time evolution of a typical event
‘‘electronic’’ fragmentation in Na4

1(2.7 keV)1Cs collisions (b
58 a.u.!: cluster and atom are passing each other~upper row!,
electronic excitation in the cluster is transferred into vibratio
excitation~middle row! leading finally to the dissociation into two
dimers~after 2 ps!.
02271
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tation energy is transferred into vibrational degrees of fr
dom. On the other hand, if the actual value of the kine
energy of the vibrationsEvib is at the end of the simulation
already larger thanD4 this event will certainly exhibit frag-
mentation on a larger time scale~see discussion above!. Be-
cause only the kinetic part of the vibrational excitation e
ergy is taken into account, one obtains alower limit for the
fragmentation probabilityPFr,min(b) by counting the events
with Evib.D4 as fragmentation events. The fragmentati
probability is estimated by the relative abundancePFr(b)
'NFr(b)/Ntot(b) with NFr andNtot the number of fragmen-
tation events and the total number of simulated events,
spectively, at a given impact parameterb. The fragmentation
cross section can be calculated fromPFr analogue to Eq.
~18!. The resulting probabilitiesPFr,max and PFr,min along
with the correspondingPCT,min andPCT,maxfor channel~21a!
were drawn in the lower panel of Fig. 1. The ‘‘real’’ prob
abilities have to be inbetween the limiting cases, which
estimated simply by the average of the maximum and
minimum probability Pi5(Pi ,max1Pi ,min)/2 with i 5 ‘‘Fr’’
for the total fragmentation probability, i.e., channels~21b!
1~21d!, and i 5 ‘‘CT 9 for the CT probability, i.e., channe
~21a!. Note that the limiting cross sections corresponding
PFr,max andPFr,min differ only by a factor of 1.5 in this case
~1.4 for CT!. These averaged probabilities will be used in t
following to calculate exclusive CT and fragmentation cro
sections.

With the procedure described above a CT cross sec
sCT520 Å2 was obtained@20#, which is still slightly larger
than the experimental value. The calculations presented
far have been carried out with zero initial temperature in
cluster. Laser ionization of neutral sodium clusters as use
the experiment@3,4# to produce the projectile ions, howeve
is accompanied by a considerable ‘‘heating’’ of the clust
Although the actual temperature cannot be measured
rectly, it could be demonstrated in other experiments@33#
that laser ionization leads to ‘‘liquid’’ sodium cluster ion
The term ‘‘liquid’’ means that the constituent atoms c
move throughout the cluster volume~or within the accessible
phase space! without a definite topology.

In order to investigate the influence of an initial clust
temperature, long-time simulations~300 ps! of vibrationally
excited clusters have been performed with different exc
tion energies covering the range up to the dissociation lim
The excitation energy has been controlled by distorting
rhombus ground-state geometry, which guarantees zero
linear and angular momentum of the cluster. From these
jectories snapshots were stored on a coarse time grid to s
as initial configurations for the simulation of the collision
The orientation average used in the calculations at zero
tial temperature is replaced by an average over rando
selected configurations from the time evolution of vibr
tionally excited clusters with a given excitation energ
~Note that on the time scale of the collision with 2.7 ke
incident energy the thermal motion appears to be frozen!

The obtained CT and fragmentation cross sections
shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the initial cluster temper
ture T, where the simple correspondenceEvib* 5(3n26)kT
has been used to ‘‘translate’’ the vibrational energy into
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temperature scale. The integral CT cross sections1

[s(Cs1), i.e., for channels~21a!1~21b!, exhibits a very
weak dependence on the temperature slightly enhance
the range of ‘‘liquid’’ clusters (T>500 K!, whereas the frag-
mentation cross sectionsFr increases considerably in th
temperature range, because less collision-induced excita
is needed for fragmentation. Consequently, the exclusive
cross sectionsCT[s(Na4) for channel~21a! decreases with
increasing temperature. AtT5700 K, i.e., about 0.1 eV be
low the dissociation limitT(D4)'850 K ~indicated by the
dashed vertical line in Fig. 4!, the CT cross sectionsCT
516.8 Å2 agrees perfectly with the experimental value~in-
dicated by the dotted horizontal line in Fig. 4!. This ‘‘ener-
getic distance’’ of 0.1 eV below the dissociation limit ha
been used@20# as an estimation of the initial cluster temper
ture in the experiment@3,4# and is applied for the other con
sidered cluster sizes as well, which are investigated in
following section.

B. Structure dependence of the cross sections

In order to illustrate the variety of geometric structures
sodium-cluster cations, the three most stable isomers
tained in the NA-QMD approach are shown in Fig. 5.~The
geometric structures have been determined for the electr
ground state.! Most of these isomers were also found inab
initio structure calculations@34–36#. Comparing qualita-
tively, the same ground state is obtained forn54,6,7,11 as in
CI calculations@36#, and for n58,9 only the isomer se
quence in energy differs. The only serious discrepancy c
cerns the pentamer, because the planar trapezoidal stru
~second row, left column in Fig. 5! was not found to be a
stable minimum on theab initio level @34–36#.

The reproduction of~approximately! the correct ioniza-
tion potentials represents an essential precondition for
calculation of absoluteCT cross sections. The calculate
vertical ionization potentialsI P of the ~neutral! clusters agree
remarkably well with the experimental data@37# as shown in
Fig. 6. The calculated ionization potential of the Cs atom
the experimental value of 3.9 eV.

FIG. 4. Calculated exclusive and integral CT cross sect
@sCT[s(Na4) ands1[s(Cs1), respectively# as well as the total
fragmentation cross sectionsFr as functions of the initial cluste
temperatureT for Na4

1(2.7 keV)1Cs collisions.
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For all structures shown in Fig. 5 the CT cross sect
sCT corresponding to the analogue of channel~21a!, i.e.,

Nan
1~2.7 keV!1Cs→Nan1Cs1, ~23!

has been calculated and plotted in the upper panel of Fi
as a function of the cluster sizen in comparison with the

n

FIG. 5. Ground-state structures~left column! and first two iso-
mers ~middle and right column! of sodium cluster ions obtained
within the NA-QMD approach for the considered cluster sizes. T
numbers in the boxes indicate the energetic differences~in eV! with
respect to the structure lowest in energy.

FIG. 6. Calculated vertical ionization potentialsI P for the struc-
tures lowest in energy~cf. left column in Fig. 5! as a function of the
cluster sizen in comparison with experimental data@37#.
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measured data@3# ~not available forn510). Large variations
for different isomers at a given cluster size are found, wh
can be made plausible by considering the electronic sin
particle levels in the stationary KS basis~cf. Sec. II B!. An
inspection of the corresponding occupation numbers in
cates that the~valence! electron of the Cs atom is transferre
preferably into an initially unoccupied orbital of the clust
in the energetic vicinity of the Cs(6s) level. These~com-
paratively high-lying! cluster levels reflect structural chang
distinctly and, thus, vary the character of the CT proc
inbetween off-resonant and quasiresonant resulting in
large differences found forsCT ~cf., e.g.,n511 in the upper
panel of Fig. 7!. With the theoretical cross sections for th
ground-state structures~cf. left column in Fig. 5!, i.e., assum-
ing zero temperature in the projectile clusters, the variat
of the experimental CT cross sections with the cluster s
cannot be reproduced.

Calculations with ‘‘liquid’’ cluster ions in the initial state
have been performed applying the same procedure and
same temperature estimation as discussed for the tetr
case~see previous section!, i.e., the initial excitation energy
was chosen ~approximately! 0.1 eV below the size-
dependent dissociation limit. The resulting CT cross secti
sCT are compared with the measured data in the lower pa
of Fig. 7. Except the casen55, which is discussed below
the theoretical cross sections calculated on anabsolutescale
@20# are in agreement with the experimental data. In parti
lar, the maximum of the experimental CT cross section

FIG. 7. Calculated exclusive CT cross sectionssCT in Nan
1(2.7

keV)1Cs collisions with zero initial temperature in the cluster~up-
per panel! for all structures shown in Fig. 5 and for ‘‘liquid‘‘ cluste
ions ~lower panel! compared with the experimental data@3#.
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n57 is reproduced by the calculations. That this is not p
culiar to the particular collision energy~2.7 keV! was dem-
onstrated by investigating the collision-energy depende
of the CT cross sections@20#. The statistical error bars of th
calculated cross sections result from a conservative error
timation ~see Sec. II B! and reflect the large variations of th
outcome of the collision with the initial configuration as i
lustrated in the upper panel of Fig. 1. A considerable red
tion of these uncertainties~especially forn>7) would re-
quire unaffordably high computational costs.

For the trapezoidal structure of the pentamer, which r
resents the energetically favored structure in the NA-QM
approach but found to be unstable inab initio structure cal-
culations~see discussion above!, a comparatively large CT
cross section ('45 Å2; cf. upper panel of Fig. 7! was ob-
tained as a consequence of the particular electronic struc
providing quasiresonant conditions for the CT with the
atom. In the simulations with ‘‘liquid’’ cluster ions this
structure and related similar structures contribute to the
erage over randomly chosen configurations~see previous
section! leading to a larger CT cross section compared to
measured value. This can be demonstrated by takin
simple average over the cross sections for the first and
ond isomer~indicated by the diamond in the lower panel
Fig. 7!, which agrees within the statistical errors with th
experimental value.

The dependence of the total fragmentation cross sec
on the cluster size is shown in Fig. 8. The calculated cr
sections for the ground-state structures~assumingT50) are
considerably larger than the geometrical cross sections0

5pRn
2 corresponding to the ‘‘jellium’’ model radiusRn

5r sn1/3 with the bulk Wigner-Seitz radiusr s53.93 a.u.
~dotted line in Fig. 8!. This is interpreted as the result of a
effective ‘‘electronic fragmentation’’~discussed in the previ
ous section!, because the ‘‘electronic cloud’’ occupies
larger volume compared to the structure of the nuclei. T
general trend can be reasonably described by scaling the
metrical cross section with a factor of 1.2 (1.2s0; dashed
line in Fig. 8!. The deviations from this ‘‘average’’ are con

FIG. 8. Calculated total fragmentation cross sectionssFr in
Nan

1(2.7 keV)1Cs collisions with zero initial temperature in th
cluster for the ground state isomers shown in Fig. 5 as well as
‘‘liquid’’ clusters as functions of the cluster sizen compared with
two geometrical models~see text!.
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sidered as particular structure effects. The enhanced c
sections forn<5 indicate the transition from planar to non
planar structures going fromn55 to n56 ~cf. Fig. 5!. The
slightly smaller calculated cross section atn59 result from
the particular stability of the electronic ‘‘closed shell’’ stru
ture ~8 valence electrons!. The ground-state structure o
Na11

1 ~first column, last row in Fig. 5! exhibits a conspicu-
ous prolate shape leading to a somewhat enhanced cross
tion. The fragmentation cross sections are considera
larger in collisions with ‘‘liquid’’ cluster ions due to the
initial vibrational energy in the system. The size depende
follows about the same trend as for the ground-state st
tures corresponding to the increasing geometrical cross
tion with increasing cluster size.

The calculated fragmentation cross sections plotted in
8 include all relevant processes: direct or ‘‘impulsive’’ fra
mentation~cf. Fig. 2!, ‘‘electronic fragmentation’’~cf. Fig.
3!, and~approximately! also secondary statistical decay pr
cesses. Although the measurement of absolute fragment
cross sections represents a very difficult experimental t
such data~not available at present! could help to check no
only the discussed results, but also, more generally, the
lidity of the theoretical concepts behind, in particular t
procedure to take into account statistical decay processes~cf.
Sec. III A!.

C. An exotic channel: Anion formation

An experimental setup detecting the formed target io
Csq after the collision with cluster ions could provide int
gral CT cross sections, i.e., without regard to the evolution
the cluster. In Ref.@20# a finite probability for the formation
of anions Cs2 in Na4

1 ~2.7 keV)1Cs collisions was
predicted—an ‘‘exotic’’ channel, because it represents
inverse of the ‘‘normal’’ CT process~23!. The calculated
integral CT cross sectionss1[s(Cs1) ands2[s(Cs2) in
Nan

1(2.7 keV)1Cs are shown as a function of the clust
sizen in Fig. 9. Obviously, the cross sections for the ‘‘no
mal’’ CT process with Cs1 in the exit channel are conside
ably larger~at least a factor of two! than for the anion for-
mation, and the size dependences show up comple
different.

The size dependence ofs1 exhibits a strong similarity to
that of the exclusive CT cross sectionsCT[s(Nan) for
channel~23!, which holds forT50 as well as for ‘‘liquid’’
projectile clusters. The absolute values ofs1 , however, are
considerably larger than those ofsCT , because the fragmen
tation channels deplete the integral CT cross section (s1

.sCT). In the special casen58 this depletion is less pro
nounced because of the particular stability ofneutral Na8,
which is indicated ~for ‘‘liquid‘‘ clusters! by switching
s1(n58)&s1(n59) ~cf. Fig. 9! into sCT(n58).sCT(n
59) ~cf. Fig. 7!.

In the size dependence ofs2 a conspicuous odd-eve
alternation~for n<9) with enhanced cross sections for o
numbers of valence electrons in the projectile ion can
observed~lower region of Fig. 9!. Surprisingly, a weak
~partly negligible! temperature dependence is found fors2

in contrast to the findings fors1 ~andsCT). Both observa-
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tions can be explained qualitatively by considering the el
tronic single-particle levels in the stationary KS basis~cf.
Sec. II B!. For an odd number of valence electrons in t
cluster ion~i.e., evenn) the highest occupied KS orbital i
energetically closer to the Cs(6s) level compared to a situa
tion with an even number of electrons. This provides mo
favorable conditions for the transfer of an electron from t
cluster ion to the Cs atom in the case of evenn. This argu-
ment is, of course, only appropriate in the small size ran
4<n<9. Already atn511 ~belonging to the next ‘‘elec-
tronic shell’’ in a shell model picture! the highest occupied
orbital is again quite close to the Cs level resulting in
relatively large cross sections2 . The weak temperature de
pendence ofs2 results from the ‘‘robustness’’ of the ini
tially occupied, low-lying levels in the cluster~where the
electron producing Cs2 has to come from! against structural
changes, whereas the orbitals involved in the ‘‘normal’’ C
process yielding Cs1 reflect structural changes more di
tinctly ~cf. related discussion in the previous section!.

Cs anions have been the subject of investigation in ato
physics~for a review see@38#! as well as in chemistry, where
they have been found to exist in solution and in the so
state ~e.g., as so-called alkalides Cs1(complexant)3Cs2

@39#!. The ground state of Cs2 (6s2 1S) is expected to be
bound@40,38#. Moreover, the stability issue of excited stat
is under current investigation@41#. Thus, our prediction of
anion formation in cluster–atom collisions leaves room

FIG. 9. Calculated integral cross sections for the formation
Cs anionss2 and cationss1 in Nan

1(2.7 keV)1Cs collisions
with zero initial temperature in the cluster for the ground state i
mers shown in Fig. 5 as well as for ‘‘liquid’’ clusters as functions
the cluster sizen.
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further investigations, especially if an experimental verific
tion could be achieved in the future.

IV. SUMMARY

The complexity of nonadiabatic cluster collisions h
been illustrated by a detailed analysis of Nan

1(2.7 keV)
1Cs collisions. Thereby, the interplay between CT and fr
mentation or, more generally, the essential couplings
tween nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom have b
investigated with special emphasis on methodical aspe
After the theoretical part describing the NA-QMD approa
~Sec. II A! and the statistical method used for the calculat
of CT probabilities~Sec. II B! tetramer collisions have bee
studied in detail~Sec. III A! considering all relevant reactio
channels. For the determination of exclusive CT cross s
tions ~i.e., corresponding to a particular channel! all frag-
mentation processes have to be taken into account. The
different mechanisms—direct or ‘‘impulsive’’ fragmenta
tion, ‘‘electronic’’ fragmentation and statistical decay—ha
been discussed. It was shown how the abundance of sta
cal decay processes can be estimated based on calcu
excitation energies after the collision.

For a quantitative comparison with experimental cro
sections the initial cluster temperature has to be taken
account, in particular if the clusters are expected to be
liquid state. In order to obtain a proper description of C
probabilities in collisions with liquid clusters the orientatio
average used for zero-temperature clusters is replaced b
average over randomly selected configurations from the t
evolution of vibrationally excited clusters.

The considerable variance of the CT cross section fo
,
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for different isomers as well as for different cluster siz
have been attributed to the resonance character of the
process ~Sec. III B! ranging from off-resonant to quas
resonant conditions. The experimental CT cross sections
Nan

1(2.7 keV)1Cs collisions@3# are reproduced on an ab
solute scale by the calculations assuming ‘‘liquid’’ clust
ions in the projectile beam. The size dependence of the
dicted total fragmentation cross section follows the trend o
droplet or ‘‘jellium’’ model (n2/3) with overlaid structure
effects.

Our recent prediction of anion formation in cluster-ato
collisions@20# has been elaborated in more detail~Sec. III C!
predicting integral cross sections for this exotic process. T
size dependence of this cross section~odd-even alternation!
shows entirely different from that of the ‘‘normal’’ CT pro
cess, which has been explained considering the behavio
electronic states against structural changes. An experime
verification of this anion formation in cluster collisions
which will hopefully be available in the near future, cou
open an interesting new field of investigation.
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